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SUMMER 2021
 

2D GAME
DESIGN

GAME OVER! Become the game
developer. You will storyboard your
game, design your own characters,
create unique environments, and so
much more! You will get to take your
game home with you!

MINECRAFT
MODDING

Transform the way you experience
the game by learning how to mod by
creating different custom objects. You
will create, program and test each
mod. 

LEGO
ROBOTICS

Come and take your building skills to
the next level while learning about
gears, motors and sensors. You and a
teammate will dive into the basics of
engineering using LEGO' s Educations
Kits and Software.

STOP MOTION
LEGO

Step into the role of the moviemaker.
Kids will get a chance to storyboard
their ideas, create unique characters,
and then film and finally edit (sound,
music, voice-over, etc) afterwards! 

CLAYMATION

Step into the role of the moviemaker.
Kids will get a chance to storyboard
their ideas, create unique characters,
and then film and finally edit (sound,
music, voice-over, etc) afterwards!

SCIENCE

We make Science Fun! Elephant
toothpaste? Insta Snow? Slime?
Worms? Rocket Launchers? The list
goes on! Each session the kids get to
take a cool science experiment home!



CONTINUED TO P. 03

ANIMATION

Learn to draw and bring your
creations to Life! The animators
behind your favorite cartoons and
animated movies had to start
somewhere! 

With a variety of forensic tools at your
disposal you will become a detective
as you and your group members are
tasked with solving the crime of the
week! Participants will get a good look
into what it takes to solve a good
mystery!

MAGIC

Love Magic? Learn a variety of
different magic tricks that will 
amaze you and your family and
friends! We have all kinds of tricks
(not just card tricks!) that we are 
ready to teach you! You will not 
only learn the trick but how best to 
show it! 

FORENSIC
SCIENCE

FRIDAY'S AT CAMP
The team here at Quadratic Sound is determined to make each week and each day of camp a FUN, SAFE, and MEMORABLE

experience for each camper. But Friday's will be unique. Every Friday for all of our camps we will have: 

A. A special visit from our little friend Sonic the Hedgehog! Can you build a maze for him to complete?

B. A Super Cool Light and Sound Show (some of you may have seen the lights around our building).

C. A Water Fight Outside! Please note that if you do not wish for your child to participate in the water fight they do not have to. A

form will be sent prior to camp!

D. And A few other things...



Every Quadratic Sound camper will take home the following as part of their Summer Camp

experience here at the STUDIO:

A. A Quadratic Sound Camper T-Shirt (a form will be sent out later to all registrants regarding

size/color etc.) The t-shirt will be given at the start of camp. 

B. A bag of Goodies (It's a surprise!). This will be given at the end of camp. 

In addition to the main programming for each camp listed (including the BIG Game Design

Camp), there will be PLENTY of other activities and games (indoor and outdoor). We will have

a hoop set up outside, nets for hockey and soccer, a ping pong table and MORE!! Honestly it

would take too much time to list it all! There will be two snack breaks and one lunch break.

Our goal is to ensure when every camper leaves our Studio they do so with the BIGGEST

SMILE you've ever seen! 

YUP IT'S YOURS! 

SUMMER CAMPS

This is for the camper who wants to become a SERIOUS Game Developer! While our week long game
design camps provide campers with an introduction to game designing, this 8 week camp will take it to
a WHOLE NEW LEVEL! Our team has been working hard on creating this Summer Option using one of
the best Game Engine Software's out there! The Game that participants will create will be published to
online stores at the end of the 8 weeks! Stores such as Humble, Steam, or itch.io! Due to maintaining a
low instructor to camper ratio we only have a small number of spots open! Please note that there will
be plenty of other activities throughout the weeks to keep the campers busy! Outside and Indoor
games and more! Taking a break is part of the game making process! Need to miss a week or two?
Email us and we can arrange alternative dates for your little gamer to catch up! 

Note: This is a Unique 8 Week Camp - Our weekly Camps are on the next page

Date: July 5-Aug 27 (Mon - Fri)
Time: 8:30 - 9:00 AM Drop Off | 4:30 -5:00 PM Pick Up
Cost: $2500 per participant ($500 deposit required upon registering)
Ages: 7-14
Registration: Email camps@quadraticsound.com to book

 



Week Long
Summer Camps

 

July 12-16

July 5-9 

        EMAIL:       CAMPS@QUADRATICSOUND.COM
   WEBSITE:       WWW.QUADRATICSOUND.COM/#BOOK
FACEBOOK:       WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/QUADRATICSOUND

July 19-23 

July 26-30 

Aug 3-6 (4 days)

Aug 9-13

-VIDEO GAME DESIGN/MINECRAFT MODDING |AGES 8-13|$400
-LEGO ROBOTICS MINDSTORMS AND STOP MOTION|AGES 10-14|$380
-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO AND SCIENCE|AGES 6-9|$380

-LEGO ROBOTICS/MINECRAFT MODDING|AGES 8-13|$400
-MINDSTORMS EV3 (INCLUDES AN EV3 GUITAR BUILD)|AGES 10-14|$380

-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO/STOP MOTION |AGES 6-9|$380

-VIDEO GAME DESIGN/ANIMATION |AGES 8-12|$400
-LEGO ROBOTICS MINDSTORMS/MINECRAFT MODDING|AGES 10-14|$400
-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO/SCIENCE/MAGIC/FORENSIC | AGES 6-9|$380

-VIDEO GAME DESIGN/MINECRAFT MODDING |AGES 7-10|$400
-LEGO ROBOTICS MINDSTORMS/ANIMATION|AGES 10-14|$380
-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO/SCIENCE|AGES 6-9|$380

-MINECRAFT MODDING/SCIENCE |AGES 7-12|$320
-LEGO ROBOTICS MINDSTORMS/SCIENCE |AGES 10-14|$300
-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO/CLAYMATION|AGES 6-9|$350

-CODING/MINECRAFT MODDING |AGES 8-12|$400
-LEGO ROBOTICS MINDSTORMS/SCIENCE |AGES 10-14|$380
-LEGO ROBOTICS WEDO/SCIENCE/MAGIC/FORENSIC | AGES 6-9|$380

Drop off: 8:30 - 9:00 AM        Pick Up: 4:30 - 5:00 PM

Our Production Crew will help film/edit a short music video for the campers with their guitars!

TO BOOK: Visit www.quadraticsound.com and select the date on the calendar! 


